
KS3 Computer Science SoL 2022: 

Year 7 

Unit 1: Using computers safely, effectively & responsibly 

Summary 

This is a theoretical unit covering the necessary basic knowledge to use computers safely, 
effectively and responsibly. Pupils begin by looking at file management and security. The 
unit then moves on to e-safety (cyber-bullying, phishing etc.), and online profiles to give 
pupils a better understanding and awareness of using social media. The functionality and 
operation of email and search engines and how to use them effectively are covered, and a 
final lesson includes a multiple-choice test on the contents of the unit and basic computer 
use. This might form part of a baseline assessment for new pupils if taught early in year 7. 

New Attainment Targets 

• understand a range of ways to use technology safely, respectfully, responsibly and 
securely, including protecting their online identity and privacy; recognise inappropriate 
content, contact and conduct and know how to report concerns 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• use basic file management techniques to create folders, save, copy, move, rename and 
delete files and folders and make backup copies of files 

• recognise extensions for common file types such as .doc or .docx, .ppt, .jpg etc 

• keep their files in well organised and appropriately named folders 

• explain what constitutes a “strong” password for an online account 

• describe a code of conduct 

• list some of the dangers and drawbacks of social networking sites 

• list some possible responses to cyberbullying  

• send and reply to emails, send attachments 

• use a search engine to find information 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• describe guidelines for keeping their identity secure on the Internet  

• describe what is meant by identity theft and how to minimize the risks of this 

• identify a probable phishing email and deal with it appropriately 

• describe how to minimize the danger of having their computer infected by a virus 

• resize images before attaching to emails  

• explain the advantages and disadvantages of email as a method of communication 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• manage a Contacts list efficiently for email 

• use an email signature 

• use the advanced features of a search engine 

• describe why the information they find may not be accurate 



Previous Learning 

All pupils will have a basic knowledge of using a computer, creating and managing files. 
They may already have email accounts and be able to send and receive emails, and will 
have used a search engine such as Google. 
 

Vocabulary    

File extension, Camel caps, folder, subfolder, root folder/directory, Recycle bin, backup, 
shortcut key combination, backup, zip, social networking, cyberbullying, online profile, 
privacy settings, phishing, hacking, biometrics, encryption, virus, email provider, salutation, 
email signature, Carbon Copy (CC) Blind Carbon copy (BCC), attachment, search engine, 
server  

Assessment 

Pupils will sit a multiple-choice test as their final assessment. 
 

Unit 2: Control systems with Flowol 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours that can be spread across six lessons in order 
to fit with most school timetables and the needs of different groups of pupils. It is a practical 
unit covering the principles of producing control and monitoring solutions using a flowchart-
based interface (Flowol 4 or earlier). Pupils will start by producing systems that use simple 
loops and basic outputs, and then move on to look at systems that have multiple inputs and 
outputs. They will refine their solutions using subroutines and variables. 

New NC Strands (partially covered in this Unit): 

• Design, use and evaluate computational abstractions that model the state and behaviour 
of real world problems and physical systems  

• Design and develop modular programs that use procedures or functions  

• Understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems, 
and how they communicate with one another and with other systems  

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Identify everyday situations where computer control is used 

• Identify common types of sensors used by control systems 

• Identify control flowchart symbols and understand how they are used to break down 
problems 

• Produce flowchart-based solutions for control systems that include sequences and loops  

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Explain why control systems might fail and how this might impact on safety  

• Produce control solutions for problems that include subroutines 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Produce control solutions for problems that include variables 

 



Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit. Many pupils may have a basic 
understanding of computer control from previous years. They may also have an 
understanding of some programming languages such as Logo, Small Basic and Python. 
 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with computer control and monitoring, such as: 

Input, process, output, loop, sequence, variable, subroutine, modular 
programs/programming, hardware, software, sensor, actuator, interface, default 

Assessment 

Pupils will put evidence of the flowcharts they created for their most complex system into an 
Assessment Portfolio. They will also answer questions on sequencing and flowcharting in 
order to demonstrate understanding. It is recommended that regular teacher assessment, 
including questioning and observation, is used in each lesson in order to reinforce the 
evidence of understanding in the Assessment Portfolio. 

 

Unit 3: Networks 

Summary 

This is a theoretical unit covering the basic principles and architecture of local and wide area 
networks. Pupils will learn that the World Wide Web is part of the Internet, and how web 
addresses are constructed and stored as IP addresses. Client-server, peer-to-peer networks 
and the concept of cloud computing are all described. Ways of keeping data secure and 
simple encryption techniques are also covered. In the final lesson, pupils will sit a multiple 
choice test which will form the Unit assessment. 

 

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems, 
and how they communicate with one another and with other systems 

• Understand a range of ways to use technology safely, respectfully, responsibly and 
securely  

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• State that the Internet is a wide area network and the world wide web is part of the 
Internet 

• Define the meaning of the terms “domain name”, http protocol 

• Explain the basic principle of packet switching 

• Give examples of LANs and WANs 

• State three different network topologies 

• Describe what is meant by a client-server network and state some of its advantages 

• State why some transmissions are encrypted, and use a simple algorithm to encrypt and 
decrypt a message 



Most pupils will be able to: 

• Explain the meaning and significance of bandwidth 

• Explain what is meant by buffering and why it is used 

• State the advantages and disadvantages of different network topologies  

• Design a simple network layout 

• Identify some of the extra hardware components used in a LAN 

• Compare the uses of peer-to-peer networks and client-server networks  

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Design a network layout for their school, using icons to represent server, hub, switch, 
router, Internet, workstation, printer 

• Describe the concept of cloud computing and some of the benefits it brings to individuals 
and organisations 

Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit.  

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with this Unit, such as: 

Internet, World Wide Web, URL (Uniform Resources Locator), IP address, protocol, wide 
area network, local area network, data packets, packet switching, domain name, client-
server network, peer-to-peer network, cloud computing, encryption, decryption, plaintext, 
cipher text 

Assessment 
Pupils will sit a multiple-choice end-of-unit test 

 

Unit 4: Games programming in Scratch 

Summary 

In this unit pupils will be introduced to the Scratch programming environment and begin by 
reverse-engineering some existing games. They will then progress to planning and 
developing their own games, learning to incorporate variables, procedures (using the 
Broadcast function), lists and operators. They should be able to create a fully working game 
with lives, scoring and some randomisation of objects. Finally they will learn to test and 
debug their programs. 

New NC Strands 

• Design, use, and evaluate computational abstractions that model the state and 
behaviour of real-world problems and physical systems. 

• Use two or more programming languages, one of which is textual, to solve a variety of 
computational problems; make appropriate use of data structures such as lists, tables or 
arrays; design and develop modular programs that use procedures or functions. 

• Understand simple Boolean logic (such as AND, OR and NOT), and some of its uses in 
circuits and programming. 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 



• Relate computational abstractions and simple programming code to on-screen actions 

• Design simple algorithms to solve problems 

• Sequence instructions in order to make things happen 

• Use variables in programming structures 

• Assemble code in procedural blocks 

• Use simple Boolean operators in programming code 

• Identify and use screen objects in their own Scratch game 

• Carry out simple tests to debug their project 

 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Write their own instructions to create and use a simple list (inventory) 

• Use the broadcast function in Scratch at a simple level 

• Make good use of operators 

• Incorporate a range of sprites which can be controlled in different ways 

• Improve their project based on peer feedback 

• Systematically test their own projects to ensure that few errors remain 

 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Use the broadcast function in Scratch effectively 

• Use a range of ‘event handlers’ effectively to create a complex project 

• Effectively design, implement and refine their own algorithms 

• Compare the effectiveness of their algorithms with those of peers 

• Critically analyse the limitations of their projects 

Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit but most pupils will have had experience of 
programming or sequencing instructions from units studied in previous years using software 
such as Logo, RoboMind, Kodu or GameMaker. They should be familiar with using screen 
objects. 

 

Vocabulary 

Language or words associated with the animation package (Scratch), for example:  
sprite, interface, cursor, presentation mode, block, script, broadcast, timer 

Vocabulary associated with programming a computer, for example:  
default, operator, boolean, program, loop, variable, troubleshoot, debug, pseudocode 

Learners will need to use structures that describe programming commands, such as: 
Repeat ... until, If ... else, When …, Forever. 



Assessment 

Pupils will submit an Assessment Portfolio of the unit for assessment where they can include 
details of their planning and testing, and screenshots of the code they used. The final 
version of the game they create can be accessed separately to form the overall assessment 
for the unit. 

 

Unit 5: Spreadsheet modelling 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours that can is spread across six or more lessons. 
It is a practical, skills-based unit covering the principles of creating and formatting basic 
spreadsheets to produce and use simple computer models. It is suitable for pupils who have 
a basic knowledge of spreadsheets including cell references, simple formulae and 
formatting, although these topics are revised in the first lesson, making it also suitable for 
pupils new to spreadsheets. The unit is centred around creating a financial model for a TV 
show. Pupils start by looking at different types of model and then use basic spreadsheet 
techniques to create and format a simple financial model to calculate the expected income 
from viewers’ voting. The model is then extended to include sales from merchandising, with 
the introduction of “what if” scenarios. Finally the pupils create a seating plan, book seats 
and calculate income from seat sales. Spreadsheet features covered include SUM, MAX, IF 
and COUNTIF functions, cell naming for absolute referencing, conditional formatting, 
validation, charting and simple macros. 

Microsoft Excel software is used in this unit. Where instructions are given e.g. for creating a 
macro, Office 2016 has been used – you may need to customise these for a different version 
of Excel or another Spreadsheet application such as Open Office. 

Assessment will be by means of an Assessment Portfolio. 

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Design, use and evaluate computational abstractions that model the state and behaviour 
of real-world problems and physical systems. 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Give examples of how computer models are used in the real world 

• Format a simple spreadsheet model 

• Use simple formulae and functions  

• Name cells in a spreadsheet model 

• Use a simple spreadsheet model to explore different “what if” scenarios 

• Create a basic pie chart to display results 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Explain what is meant by a financial model 

• Explain the advantages of naming cells in a spreadsheet model 

• Format, construct and manipulate a simple spreadsheet model using formulae 

• Use conditional functions in calculations 

• Use conditional formatting 



• Use a spreadsheet model to predict and test the outcomes for different scenarios 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Justify the formatting they have used in a spreadsheet model 

• Present information from a spreadsheet model in a variety of formats 

• Create a macro and assign it to a button on the spreadsheet 

• Customise a chart to present information effectively 

• Evaluate the effectiveness of a computer model 

Previous Learning 

The tasks in this unit assume that most pupils will have some experience of creating basic 
spreadsheets from Key Stage 2. Pupils’ knowledge and experience is assessed during the 
first lesson of this unit so that teachers can adapt subsequent lessons accordingly. 

Vocabulary    

Model, simulation, cell, row, column, format, decimal, integer, currency, formula, relative 
reference, absolute reference, validation, macro, pie chart. 

Assessment 

Pupils will create an Assessment Portfolio showing their final spreadsheet. They will also 
answer questions on spreadsheet modelling and complete a self-assessment. 

 

Unit 6: HTML & website development 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours spread across six lessons in order to fit with 
most school timetables. In the first three lessons, pupils will learn the basics of HTML and 
CSS, and how to create a responsive design which adapts to any size of screen for viewing 
on, say, a mobile phone or a PC. They will learn how to create text styles and add content, 
including text and graphics, in a specified position on a page, as well as navigation links to 
other pages on their website and to external websites. The basics of good design are 
covered and, with the help of worksheets, pupils will develop their own templates in a text 
editor such as Notepad.  They will decide on a topic for their websites, document their 
designs and collect suitable text and images. They will then use their HTML templates to 
create their websites, including a web form. Pupils can view the data collected by the web 
form into a simulated database. This also helps to stimulate discussion on the privacy of 
data. 

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using, and combining multiple 
applications, preferably across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals, 
including collecting and analysing data and meeting the needs of known users 

• Create, re-use, revise and re-purpose digital artefacts for a given audience, with 
attention to trustworthiness, design and usability  

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Write HTML code to create a simple web page and display it in a browser 



• Write CSS to define the styles used in a web page 

• Create a simple navigation system using HTML  

• Use a design to create a template for a web page using HTML 

• Create their own multi-page website  

• Insert text, images and links on their web pages 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Use a range of HTML tags to create well laid out web pages 

• Write CSS code to define the styles of different parts of a web page  

• Use HTML and CSS to create their web page template  

• Use the template to design a multi-page website with a consistent look and feel to each 
page 

• Use responsive design techniques in creating their website so that the web pages will 
adapt to any size of screen 

• Create a simple web form to collect user data 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Add enhancements or additional features to the original basic design 

• Construct a good-looking, well-formatted interactive website that is suitable for its 
intended audience 

Previous Learning 

Basic IT skills such as finding images and sizing or cropping them to fit a given space, 
selecting and editing text will be useful. Pupils should be aware of image size and its 
relevance to speed of loading a web page containing images.    

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with HTML, CSS, Web design and development, such as: 

HTML, tags, attribute, property, CSS, inline, internal, embedded, external, style, element, 
text editor, web browser, navigation, responsive design, hyperlink, template 

Assessment 

Pupils will put evidence of their final website in an Assessment Portfolio. They will also 
answer questions on HTML, CSS and web design principles in order to demonstrate 
understanding. It is recommended that regular teacher assessment, including questioning 
and observation, is used in each lesson in order to reinforce the evidence of understanding 
in the Assessment Portfolio. 

HTML and CSS 

Although HTML tables can be used as a layout tool in web page design, their use is not 
recommended and they are not used at all in this unit. CSS is used to define different 
sections on the page and to set the styles in each section. While external style sheets can 
be used to change the look of an entire website by changing a single file, for simplicity at this 
level, only embedded (i.e. internal) style sheets are used.  

 

  



Year 8 

Unit 1: Understanding computers 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours spread across six or seven lessons in order to 
fit with most school timetables. It is a theoretical unit covering the basic principles of 
computer architecture and use of binary. Pupils will revise some of the theory on input and 
output covered in previous learning and continue to look at the Input-Process-Output 
sequence and the Fetch-Decode-Execute cycle through practical activities. Pupils will then 
look at some simple binary to decimal conversion and vice versa, and learn how text 
characters are represented using the ASCII code. This will be followed by some simple 
binary addition. Pupils will learn more in depth how storage devices represent data using 
binary patterns and physically save these patterns. Finally, they will look at a brief history of 
communication devices, how new technologies and applications are emerging and the pace 
of change. 

 

New Attainment Targets 

• Understand the hardware and software components that make up computer systems, 
and how they communicate with one another and with other systems 

• Understand how instructions are stored and executed within a computer system; 
understand how data of various types (including text, sounds, and pictures) can be 
represented and manipulated digitally, in the form of binary digits; be able to convert 
between binary and decimal, and perform simple binary arithmetic 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Distinguish between hardware and software 

• Give examples of computer hardware and software 

• Draw a block diagram showing CPU, input, output and storage devices 

• Name different types of permanent storage device 

• Suggest appropriate input and output devices for a simple scenario 

• Explain what RAM and ROM are used for 

• Show how numbers and text can be represented in binary 

• Explain the impact of future technologies 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Perform simple binary arithmetic 

• State strengths and weaknesses of different storage devices 

• Describe briefly how data is stored on a CD 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Identify input and output devices for more complex scenarios 

• Explain how characters are encoded using the ASCII system 

• Use an ASCII reference chart to convert a character into binary and its decimal equivalent  



Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit. Many pupils may have a basic 
understanding of binary and its use to represent text and images from previous years. They 
may also have an understanding of input and output devices and their role in the Input – 
Process – Output sequence. 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with this Unit, such as: 

Input, process, output, device, hardware, software, fetch, decode, execute, binary, 
conversion, memory, RAM, ROM, denary, ASCII, code, pits, lands, burn, read, write,  
data, track 

Assessment 

Pupils will sit a multiple-choice end-of-unit test.  

 

Unit 2: First Steps in Small Basic 

Summary 

This unit is an introduction to programming in a textual language designed to make 
programming easy and approachable for beginners. It starts by introducing Turtle graphics, 
leading to the use of variables and For…EndFor loops. Simple programs using the Text 
window are used to introduce input, output and selection.  Pupils will get used to these 
programming statements while having fun producing coloured graphics and making a simple 
screensaver. They will learn the importance of writing statements accurately, documenting 
their programs and finding out for themselves in a very visual way how different program 
statements work.  

 

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Use two or more programming languages, one of which is textual, to solve a variety of 
computational problems; make appropriate use of data structures; design and develop 
modular programs that use procedures and functions 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Write and run programs in Small Basic using For…EndFor loops, variables, input output 
and selection statements 

• Create a simple quiz game 

• Identify and correct syntax errors in a program 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Use a While…EndWhile loop in a program 

• Find and correct logic errors in a program 

• Use the graphics window to draw different shapes in random colours 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Use variables effectively to create repeating patterns 



• Add scoring to their quiz game 

• Create an effective screensaver which runs until the user stops it  

Previous Learning 

No previous knowledge of programming is required 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with this Unit, such as: 

Syntax, programming environment, Intellisense, graphics window, variable, loop, selection, 
random number 

Assessment 

Pupils will complete an assessment portfolio at the end of the Unit. They will amend an 
existing program to create a screensaver, paste in evidence of their finished program and 
complete a brief self-assessment. 

About Small Basic 

Small Basic was invented in in 2008 by Vijaye Raji, a developer at Microsoft, and version 1 
was launched in 2010. Its predecessor, BASIC, was invented in the 1960s and went through 
numerous major revisions, becoming more powerful and complex with each revision. (There 
are over 200 documented dialects of BASIC!) Small Basic was designed to be a really 
simple programming language which is easy for beginners to use to write programs and 
grasp basic concepts and programming structures. It has only 14 keywords and runs in a 
simple programming environment that gives context-sensitive help and makes writing and 
testing code as simple as possible. However, unlike Scratch and Kodu, for example, which 
are great tools for enabling pupils to write “codeless” programs, Small Basic introduces code 
from the very beginning.  

 

Unit 3: Computer crime & cyber security 

Summary 

This unit covers some of the legal safeguards regarding computer use, including overviews 
of the Computer Misuse Act, Data Protection Act and GDPR and Copyright Law and their 
implications for computer use. Phishing scams and other email frauds, hacking, “data 
harvesting” identity theft and safe use of social media are discussed together with ways of 
protecting online identity and privacy. Health and Safety Law and environmental issues such 
as the safe disposal of old computers are also discussed. 

 

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• understand a range of ways to use technology safely, respectfully, responsibly and 
securely, including protecting their online identity and privacy; recognise inappropriate 
content, contact and conduct and know how to report concerns 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Name the major Acts concerning computer use 

• Describe briefly some of the dangers of putting personal data on social networking sites 



• Describe briefly ways of protecting online identity 

• Identify some of the signs of fraudulent emails and respond appropriately  

• Adhere to Copyright Law when using written text, downloading music etc. 

• List some of the Health and Safety hazards associated with computer use 

• Describe how to safely dispose of an old computer 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Briefly describe the content of the major Acts concerning computer use 

• Find out what data is held about them by companies such as Google 

• Recognise fraudulent emails and protect themselves effectively from unwittingly giving 
personal information (e.g. account numbers and passwords) or otherwise being 
defrauded  

• Protect their online identity using Privacy settings and by not uploading personal details 

• Use computers sensibly and safely with regard to physical hazards such as backache, 
eyestrain, RSI etc. 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Respond effectively and appropriately to emails 

• Describe the effects on individuals and companies of illegally downloading copyright 
material, e.g. music, images and movies 

Previous Learning 

No previous knowledge is required 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with this Unit, such as: 

Phishing, hacking, malware, virus, Trojan, logic bomb, geo-tagging, data harvesting, 
cybercrime, RSI, copyright, e-waste. 

Assessment 

Pupils will sit a multiple-choice test as their final assessment. 

 

Unit 4: Sound manipulation in Audacity 

Summary 

In this unit pupils will learn how sound is digitized and stored on computers. They will learn 
basic sound editing techniques and how to add sound effects and mix tracks. Ways of 
creating different sound effects (the job of a “foley artist”) are described. Pupils will 
undertake a creative project to analyse, plan, record and edit a short sound file. This could 
take the form of a radio advertisement or short podcast.  

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Understand how data of various types (including sounds) can be represented and 
manipulated digitally, in the form of binary digits 



• Undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using, and combining multiple 
applications, preferably across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals, 
including collecting and analysing data and meeting the needs of known users 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• explain how sound is digitized 

• use input and output devices to record and play sounds 

• select suitable materials for a project 

• use basic editing techniques to produce a sound file 

• work collaboratively to give and receive feedback on work done by others 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• select appropriate material for a specific audience 

• combine speech, music and sound effects from different sources into one end product 

• use more sophisticated editing techniques 

• explain how their product meets the given brief 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• plan and create a project with the minimum of assistance 

• include a range of suitable techniques and effects to produce an effective product that 
meets specification 

Previous Learning 

Pupils should be aware that computers work digitally, and use numbers rather than analogue 
data. Pupils should be aware from science lessons that sound is transmitted by waves. 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with sound editing, such as: 

trim, effects, noise, pitch, envelope, ducking, import, export, mono, stereo, audio track, time 
shift 

Vocabulary associated with sound storage, such as: 

sampling, frequency, amplitude, wavelength, sound wave, sampling frequency, digital, 
bitrate, diegetic and non-diegetic sound 

Assessment 

Assessment will be by means of an Assessment Portfolio, to include a description, critical 
review and evidence of an advertisement planned and recorded by the pupil, and a self-
evaluation. 

 

Unit 5: Introduction to Python 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours spread across six lessons in order to fit with 
most school timetables. It is an introduction to Python, a powerful but easy-to-use high-level 
programming language. Although Python is an object-oriented language, at this level the 
object-oriented features of the language are barely in evidence and do not need to be 
discussed. The focus is on getting pupils to understand the process of developing programs, 
the importance of writing correct syntax, being able to formulate algorithms for simple 



programs and debugging their programs. The pupils’ final programs are put into a learning 
portfolio with evidence of correct running, for assessment purposes.  

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Use two or more programming languages, one of which is textual, to solve a variety of 
computational problems; make appropriate use of data structures; design and develop 
modular programs that use procedures and functions 

• Understand several key algorithms that reflect computational thinking [for example, ones 
for sorting and searching]; use logical reasoning to compare the utility of alternative 
algorithms for the same problem. 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Run simple Python programs in Interactive and Script mode  

• Write pseudocode to outline the steps in an algorithm prior to coding 

• Write programs using different types of data (e.g. strings and integers) 

• Correctly use different variable types (e.g. integer and floating point), assignment 
statements, arithmetic operators 

• Distinguish between syntax and logic errors and be able to find and correct both types of 
error 

• Describe the purpose of pseudocode in designing algorithms 

• Use comments to document their programs and explain how they work 

• Write an error-free, well-documented program involving sequence, selection and iteration, 
but with some help given  

 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Write an error-free, well-documented program involving selection and iteration  

• Describe how a binary search is carried out 

• Explain the advantages of a binary search over a linear search for an ordered list  

 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Devise their own algorithms to solve reasonably complex problems, e.g.  a binary search  

• Test and debug their programs, and correct both syntax and logic errors 

• Make allowances in their programs for user input errors, ensuring that the program still 
runs to a successful conclusion – which may include printing an error message and 
stopping the run 

 

Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit. Pupils may have had some experience of 
using variables and a variety of relational operators such as If and Repeat in graphical 
block-based languages such as Scratch. Applying this knowledge will help their 
understanding of a text-based language such as Python. 



 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with programming and particularly Python, such as: 

Integrated development, IDLE, interactive mode, Script mode, variable, string, syntax, 
assignment statement, augmented assignment operator, data type, integer, float, round, 
BIDMAS, selection, sequence, iteration, module, function, syntax error, logic error, debug, 
binary search  

Preparation and common errors or misconceptions 

Make sure Python 3.6 is installed and running correctly. Run through the programs 
mentioned in the PP Guides. 

Assessment 

Pupils will write and run a program and submit the code and screenshots of the program 
running in a learning Portfolio.  

 

Unit 6: Creating video 

Summary 

In this unit pupils will undertake a creative project to analyse, plan, shoot and edit a short 
advertisement for TV, a short movie on a topic such as Cyber Crime or a short film trailer. 
The clip should ideally be limited to 30-60 seconds in order to fit within the timescales 
allowed. Pupils will first analyse existing TV advertisements, movie clips or film trailers, then 
storyboard their ideas in small groups and shoot each scene. They will then edit the clips 
gathered in filming into a short movie or advert. 

New Attainment Targets 

• Undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using, and combining multiple 
applications, preferably across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals, 
including collecting and analysing data and meeting the needs of known users. 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Work as part of a team to complete an appropriate advertisement or movie 

• Work collaboratively on editing and giving feedback on the work of others 

• Show discrimination in selecting accompanying material such as still images, sound 
effects and background music 

• Use a range of digital devices 

• Use video transitions and video effects to improve their movie  

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Select appropriate material for a specific audience 

• Combine music and sound effects with moving and still images from different packages 
and sources into one end product 

• Add introductory and final pages with appropriate text  

 



Some pupils will be able to: 

• Plan and share the elements of a team project taking into account the strengths of each 
team member 

Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit. Some pupils may have had experience of 
using digital cameras and editing in previous years. 

 

Vocabulary 

Language or words associated with video editing, for example: 

rough cut, footage, credits, timeline, superimpose, storyboard 

Vocabulary associated with planning and filming a video, such as: 

diegetic and non-diegetic sounds, movie clip, framing techniques, long shot, close up, bird’s 
eye view, high angle, low angle, panning, tracking, camera angle, locations, ‘props’, mood 
music, narration, framing, scene (in the movie), shoot a video 

Assessment 

Pupils will need to submit an Assessment Portfolio in which they will include details of their 
planning and preparation, and screenshots of the editing process. The final version of the 
movie or advert can be viewed separately to form the overall assessment for the unit. 

 

  



Year 9 

Unit 1: Computational Thinking & Logic 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours that can be spread across six or more lessons 
in order to fit with most school timetables and the needs of different groups of students. A 
final assessment is given which may need a further lesson in order to undertake. This unit 
introduces students to the world of computational thinking and logic. With the help of many 
unplugged activities, students get to understand the power of problem solving and the 
different methods that Computer Scientists use to tackle problems. All activities that can be 
carried out by computer have a paper alternative. 

This unit includes many novel activities to introduce key topics. For example, logical 
deductions and logical puzzles are used to show logical thinking, water pipes are used to 
introduce logic gates, network topology is used to show how mazes can be solved and 
phone messaging is used to demonstrate decomposition. 

One lesson contains a practical activity in Scratch. This can be carried out in an online 
version if the software is not installed. Students are not expected to have prior Scratch 
experience to complete the task. A paper alternative is given. Other problems can be solved 
through online software or paper solutions. 
 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all students should be able to: 

• Be able to ask logical questions to solve problems 

• Know the common Boolean operators: 
‒ AND 
‒ OR 
‒ NOT 

• Know different logic gates including: 
‒ AND gates 
‒ OR gates 
‒ NOT gates 

• Understand what an algorithm is 

• Create a sequence of instructions to achieve a goal 

Most students will be able to: 

• Understand how Boolean operators can be represented in written expressions and  
Venn diagrams 

• Understand how logic is used in different situations 

• Be able to complete truth tables for logic gates and circuits with up to three inputs 

• Understand how loops can be used to reduce the amount of code required for a solution 

• Be able to refine algorithms to reduce the number of instructions required 

• Understand the difference between lossy and lossless compression 

• Be able to use an algorithm to communicate data 
‒ Understand how the algorithm can be improved 



‒ Use a binary tree to further improve the algorithm 

• Understand why compression is needed for video transmission and photo storage 

• Understand how abstractions are used in everyday life 

• Be able to create abstractions for different purposes 

• Understand how networks are used to make an abstraction of a maze 

• Understand how decomposition can be used to break down problems into more 
manageable components 

• Be able to break down a large Computing problem into its parts and understand: 
‒ how images are converted to binary using pixels 
‒ how text is converted to binary using ASCII 

Some students will be able to: 

• Understand how nested loops can be used to improve solutions further 

• Be able to use an algorithm to communicate data 
‒ Use a binary tree to further improve the algorithm 

• Understand network (graph) theory terms including: 
‒ Nodes 
‒ Edges 

• Be able to break down a large Computing problem into its parts and understand: 
‒ how data is broken up into packets 
‒ how data is sent through a network 

Previous Learning 

Students should have studied algorithms and computational thinking topics either at Key 
Stage 2 or Key Stage 3. Some knowledge or experience with Scratch will be advantageous 
but is not essential. This unit has been written to be accessible for years 7-9. The unit 
assumes no specific prior knowledge, however some of the tasks can be challenging. It will 
depend on the experience and ability of students as to which year group is most appropriate 
for teaching this unit. 

Assessment 
A final multi-choice test of 40 questions is also given. 

Vocabulary 
Vocabulary associated with this unit, such as: 

Logical thinking, logic, Boolean operators, AND, OR, NOT, logic gates, AND gate, OR gate, 

NOT gate, algorithm, sequence, Venn diagram, truth table, circuit, loop, nested loop, 

instructions, binary tree, abstraction, network, decomposition, pixels, ASCII, nodes, edges, 

packets, source, destination. 

 

 

 

 



Unit 2: Modelling in Small Basic 

Summary 

The unit covers the topic of Modelling, using a programming language designed to make 
programming easy and approachable for beginners.  After covering the rudiments of Small 
Basic and its programming environment, pupils start to write small programs which will 
eventually become subroutines in their Lemonade Stand model. The pupils will discuss 
some of the different areas in which models are used, from climate change to business 
enterprises, and the limitations of their own model.  

The unit assumes that pupils have already completed a basic programming unit in a textual 
language such as Small Basic or Python. It moves quickly through the concepts of selection 
and iteration, giving practice in each of these, before covering subroutines and modular 
programming. 

The pupils’ final models are put into a learning portfolio with evidence of correct running, for 
assessment purposes. They also answer questions about computer modelling and perform a 
self-evaluation. 

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Design, use, and evaluate computational abstractions that model the state and 
behaviour of real-world problems and physical systems.  

• Use two or more programming languages, one of which is textual, to solve a variety of 
computational problems; make appropriate use of data structures; design and develop 
modular programs that use procedures and functions 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Write and run a program in Small Basic 

• Find and correct syntax errors in a program 

• Use comparison operators =, >, <, >=, <=, <> 

• Use Logical operators And and Or 

• Use a While loop and a For loop in a program 

• Divide up a list of tasks into discrete subtasks which could be written as subroutines 

• Name some applications of modelling 

• Name some of the relevant factors and measurements involved in the Lemonade Stand 
model 

• Complete the Lemonade Stand model with some help 

• Run and record results from the model 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Write a program involving random number generation to find the answer to a question, 
e.g. the chances of throwing a double six when rolling two dice 

• Explain what is meant by a modular program 

• Write a simple program involving at least two subroutines 



• Describe some different types of computer model; e.g. models used by an interior 
designer, models to play a game or simulate a fantasy world, models of the 
environment, business models, etc.  

• Explain the purpose and advantages of using a computer model 

• Explain the limitations of a model 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Write a modular program involving several subroutines to model a real-life scenario 

• Amend a model to make it perform better 

• Devise alternative algorithms for modelling a situation to give a realistic outcome 

• Add code to their programs to enhance the lemonade stand model; e.g. to allow the user 
to run the model as many times as they like in a single run, to allow the user to enter 
ranges of temperature or footfall at runtime, etc.  

Previous Learning 

Pupils should have completed an introductory unit covering basic programming techniques 
in a textual language such as Python or Small Basic before starting this unit. Familiarity with 
using selection (If…Then…Else) and iteration (For and While loops) will be very helpful. 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with this Unit, such as: 

Syntax, programming environment, Intellisense, variable, string, concatenation, function, 
arithmetic operator, assignment statement, comparison operator, logical operator, selection, 
loop, increment, subroutine, random number generation, model, modelling, footfall 

Assessment 

Pupils will need an extra period to complete an assessment portfolio at the end of the Unit. 
They will answer questions on Modelling, paste in evidence of their model and complete a 
brief self-assessment. 

About Small Basic 

Small Basic was invented in in 2008 by Vijaye Raji, a developer at Microsoft, and version 1 
was launched in 2010. Its predecessor, BASIC, was invented in the 1960s and went through 
numerous major revisions, becoming more powerful and complex with each revision. (There 
are over 200 documented dialects of BASIC!) Small Basic was designed to be a really 
simple programming language which is easy for beginners to use to write programs and 
grasp basic concepts and programming structures. It has only 14 keywords and runs in a 
simple programming environment that gives context-sensitive help and makes writing and 
testing code as simple as possible. However, unlike Scratch and Kodu, for example, which 
are great tools for enabling pupils to write “codeless” programs, Small Basic introduces code 
from the very beginning.  

 

Unit 3: AI & Machine Learning 

Summary 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours that can be spread across six or more lessons 
in order to fit with most school timetables and the needs of different groups of students. A 
final assessment is given which may need a further lesson in order to undertake. The unit is 
a mixture of theoretical aspects of AI with practical application of these ideas in the second 



half of the unit. Practical aspects of the unit are given in Scratch. Whilst the programs given 
to students make use of advanced features of Scratch, such as new Blocks (subroutines) 
and lists, tasks have been written to be accessible by students who have only rudimentary 
understanding of Computer Science programming with a visual interface. Students should 
have had some experience programming algorithms, through a visual or text interface, prior 
to undertaking this unit. If Scratch is not installed on the school system, the online version 
can be used. Be aware, that the programs make use of Scratch 3. This unit is not an 
instructional unit in how to use Scratch. As such, students will be considering how existing 
programs work and adapting them. 

The unit first looks at what AI is and the history and developments behind it. It then moves 
onto machine learning, which is used in more modern AI applications today. Ethics of AI are 
covered with students being able to consider a number of different areas of ethical concern. 
Students then apply theory to knowledge with three projects. First an image detection 
program is considered that can identify shapes. A chatbot is then adapted to serve 
customers in an online shop. Finally, a program that can create a rating on a text review is 
considered. These same techniques could be used to identify fake reviews on a website. 
 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all students should be able to: 

• Understand the origin and uses of AI 

• Understand how rules are used in AI decision making 

• Understand what ethics is 
‒ Consider some simple ethical hypothetical problems 

• Understand how intelligence can be measured in humans and computers 

• Know what the Turing test is and how it works 

Most students will be able to: 

• Investigate the rules needed to solve problems including: 
‒ Classification 

‒ Navigation of a maze or road 

• Understand the difference between facts and rules 

• Describe uses of machine learning 

• Use training data to create rules that solve problems of categorising data 

• Understand what ethics is 
‒ Understand and discuss ethical issues as they relate to AI 

• Understand how jobs can be affected by AI and automation 

• Understand issues that make facial recognition difficult 

• Understand how images are stored as binary data 

• Describe a technique for detecting patterns in a grid of pixels 

• Review program code and adapt it to detect given shapes 

• Program a chatbot 

• Understand the analysis of text to rate an attitude or opinion 



• Review the program and identify areas for improvement 

Some students will be able to: 

• Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of machine learning 

• Understand how bias can be introduced into AI algorithms and machine learning 

• Describe the opportunities and problems of using AI for sentiment analysis 

• Understand why interpreting patterns is not as useful a skill as ‘thinking’ 

Previous Learning 

Students should have studied algorithms and visual or text programming at either Key Stage 
2 or Key Stage 3. Some knowledge or experience with Scratch will be advantageous but is 
not essential. Students should have some understanding of Computational Thinking topics 
(in particular algorithms) as AI concepts build on this. Whilst this unit has been written to be 
accessible for years 7-9, it is suggested that it is taught in year 9 as students will have more 
understanding of the concepts that underpin the theory. 
 

Assessment 
Homework is given for each lesson. These consist of a mixture of short, factual questions 

and longer problems that need to be solved. 

Students will create an Assessment Portfolio showing some of the adaptations they made to 

their AI Scratch programs. They will also answer questions on the AI topics they have 

covered. 

Vocabulary 
Vocabulary associated with this unit, such as: 

Facial recognition, fingerprint recognition, language processing, neural network, self-driving 

cars, sensors, embedded, camera, push button, rules, decisions, training data, machine 

learning, structured data, email, spam, ethics, algorithms, utilitarianism, morals, bias, bits, 

binary, fuzzy logic, intelligence, IQ, Turing test, Captcha, chatbots, virtual assistants, 

sentiment analysis, weightings. 

 

Unit 4: Python next steps 

Summary 
This unit assumes that pupils already have some prior experience in Python or a similar language, 

and the first lesson has a series of tasks designed to revisit the basic skills already covered. Pupils 

then use for loops and compare their use with while loops, before moving on to arrays (lists), which 

are introduced as a new data structure and are used in conjunction with for loops. Functions with 

and without parameters are covered to help pupils understand the concept and benefits of modular 

programming. This unit is designed to take pupils right up to a point where a GCSE in Computing can 

pick up from and should provide ample experience of programming in order to confirm any decision 

to pursue Computing as a GCSE option. 



New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit) 

• Use two or more programming languages, one of which is textual, to solve a variety of 
computational problems; make appropriate use of data structures; design and develop 
modular programs that use procedures and functions 

• Understand several key algorithms that reflect computational thinking (for example, ones 
for sorting and searching); use logical reasoning to compare the utility of alternative 
algorithms for the same problem. 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Use data types correctly and convert between them when necessary 

• Write programs that use a loop to repeat a section of code 

• Write programs that use lists (known as ‘arrays’ in some languages) 

• Create and use a function with or without parameters 

• Find and debug syntax errors 

• Look at a given section of code and describe its function 

 

Most pupils will be able to: 

• Select the most suitable type of loop (for or while) for a given problem 

• Use counters correctly in conjunction with for loops 

• Create a list and append or change elements of the list 

• Explain the advantages of functions for reusable sections of program code  

 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Use loops to populate, interrogate and print lists, using a counter as an index to an array 
element 

• Devise their own functions to create a modular program 

• Create a program that is easy to use, caters for user input errors,has explicit error 
messages telling the user what the correct form of entry is and produces output with 
suitable headings or explanation 

Previous Learning 

Pupils are expected to have had some previous experience of Python programming, 
including basic inputs and outputs, converting inputs to numbers using the int() function, 
selection (if-elif-else statements) and while loops. This unit follows on from the PGOnline 
unit ‘Introduction to Python’. 

 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with programming and particularly Python, such as: 

Integrated development, IDLE, variable, string, assignment statement, data type, casting, 
integer, float, round, BIDMAS, selection, iteration, loop, syntax error, logic error, debug, list, 



array, index, procedure, function, call, argument, parameter, return value, modular program, 
dry run. 

 

Assessment 

Pupils will answer some questions relating to a short Python program, and write some 
pseudocode for a short program. They will write and run a program and submit the code and 
screenshots of the program running in a learning Portfolio.  

 

 

Unit 5: Impacts of digital technology 

Summary 
The unit is subdivided into three topics and an end-of-unit assessment. Each topic is designed to give 

enough materials for approximately 1 hour of teaching time. The unit covers Section 1.5 of the OCR 

J277 specification for GCSE Computer Science. Different computer technologies and applications and 

the ethical, environmental and legal considerations surrounding them are described.  

Vocabulary 
Vocabulary associated with this unit, such as: 

Ethical, cultural, environmental, legislation, manufacture, disposal, upgrade, replace, e-waste, 

privacy, legal, data protection, computer misuse, copyright, copyright designs and patents act, open 

source, proprietary, software licence 

Assessment 
Homework is given for each lesson. These consist of a mixture of short, factual questions assessing 

knowledge in isolation and longer questions in which students are asked to analyse a situation or 

justify their answer to questions. 

Pupils will complete a multiple-choice assessment. 

Learning Outcomes for the unit 
At the end of this Learning Aim all students should be able to: 

• List ethical issues, cultural issues and environmental issues in relation to a given 
scenario 

• List items of legislation that relate to digital technology 

Most students will be able to: 

• Discuss the impacts of digital technology on the wider society including ethical issues, 
cultural issues and environmental issues 

• Discuss the impact of manufacture, disposal, upgrading and replacing digital technology 

• Discuss the impact of e-waste 

• Discuss the impact of digital technology regarding legal issues and privacy issues 

• Describe legislation relevant to Computer Science including 

o The Data Protection Act 2018 

o Computer Misuse Act 1990 



o Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 

• Describe the features of open source and proprietary software licences 

Some students will be able to: 

• List the clauses of the Data Protection Act and Computer Misuse Act and give examples 
of situations in which they are relevant 

• Evaluate the impact of and issues related to the use of computers in society 

Previous Learning 

No prior knowledge is essential with this unit.  However, students should have a basic 
understanding of computer systems from lessons delivered as part of the Key Stage 3 
national curriculum.   

 

Unit 6: Graphics 

Summary: 

The unit is subdivided into six learning hours spread across six lessons in order to fit with 
most school timetables. It is an introduction to graphics and graphic file types. The unit 
explores how bitmap and vector images are represented and stored by the computer. There 
is also opportunity for pupils to practise skills in design, photo-editing and image 
manipulation using a suitable graphics package. The pupils’ final posters are put into an 
assessment portfolio.  

New Attainment Targets (partially covered in this Unit): 

• understand how data of various types (including text, sounds and pictures) can be 
represented and manipulated digitally, in the form of binary digits  

• undertake creative projects that involve selecting, using, and combining multiple 
applications, preferably across a range of devices, to achieve challenging goals, 
including collecting and analysing data and meeting the needs of known users  

• create, re-use, revise and re-purpose digital artefacts for a given audience, with attention 
to trustworthiness, design and usability 

 

Learning Outcomes for the unit: 

At the end of this Unit all pupils should be able to: 

• Explain that bitmap images are made up of individual pixels 

• Explain that in the case of a vector graphic, properties such as position, fill, stroke colour 
and dimensions are stored  

• Create and manipulate a simple group of objects to form a logo design 

• Change the saturation, brightness and contrast in an image 

• Add text to a graphic 

• Use a graphics package to create an artwork; for example, a movie poster 

 

Most pupils will be able to: 



• Describe the characteristics of bitmap and vector graphics, state the advantages of each 
and give examples of situations in which each would be appropriate 

• Use fonts consistently and carefully to convey a particular message or image 

• Use white space effectively 

• Use layers in the creation of an artwork 

 

Some pupils will be able to: 

• Use the advanced facilities of a graphics package, for example to manipulate, cut out, 
and alter images 

• Create a series of two or more posters in the same style, using a combination of layered 
images and fonts effectively to convey a message 

Previous Learning 

No previous learning is necessary with this unit. Pupils may have previously covered binary 
representation of text, and binary to decimal conversion in other units which would help to 
reinforce their understanding of how image data can be represented. 

Vocabulary    

Vocabulary associated with image types and graphics manipulation, such as: 

Vector, bitmap, properties, scalable, analogous, complementary and monochromatic colour 
schemes, pixel, bit, byte, dpi, gradient fill effects, saturation, brightness, contrast, resolution, 
layer, white space 
 

Assessment 

Pupils will put their final creations in an Assessment Portfolio.  

 

 

 

 


